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W
ho knew that steel soup spoons could  

be assembled into perfect peonies? Or 

that soft silver teaspoons are just right 

for delicate rose petals? In British artist 

Ann Carrington’s fanciful vision, the 

bowls of berry spoons are linked to 

mimic hydrangea blossoms, and fork tines make great protea 

blooms. Before any of that could happen, though, Carrington 

had to learn to weld, solder, and braze.

“They’re quite difficult to make,” she says during some 

downtime at her light-filled studio in a former railway yard in 

Margate, a seaside resort east of London. Composed of cast- 

off flatware, Carrington’s lush floral arrangements take about 

three months to create, from sorting to composition to comple-

tion. “Each flower requires a different kind of spoon,” she says, 

“and each metal requires a different heating technique.”

Inspiration for the sculptures struck while she looked  

at 17th-century vanitas pictures during a visit to the Rijks-

museum in Amsterdam. “I’ve always been attracted to the 

tradition of memento mori, art that reminds us of the passing  

of time,” Carrington says. “In looking at those pictures of 

half-consumed food and fading flowers, I realized that one  

of the only things that could have survived to today was the 

silverware, and I thought, Wouldn’t it be fun to try to make 

something out of that?”

Throughout her career, upcycling the detritus of modern 

life has been Carrington’s modus operandi. She has transformed 

buttons into giant postage stamps bearing Queen Elizabeth  

II’s profile, shaped strings of faux pearls into galleons, and 

assembled souvenir coins into giant vases. She also has been 

known to unexpectedly deploy scraps of fabric, vintage horse 

brasses, seashells, old tires, and aluminum beverage cans.  

“I love that she works with everyday objects and puts them 

together in a way that’s surprising and beautiful,” says long-

time fan David Barry, a partner in London’s hip Chiltern 

Firehouse hotel, where one of Carrington’s flatware florals  

sits on the restaurant bar, providing an Instagrammable aha- 

moment for many delighted patrons.

The Victoria and Albert Museum acquired one of the flower 

pieces at last year’s Carrington exhibition at the Royal College 

ANN CARRINGTON—SAFELY 

SUITED-UP FOR WELDING—IN HER 

MARGATE, ENGLAND, STUDIO.
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Change Agent
Everyday objects become 
wondrous artworks in artist  
Ann Carrington’s clever hands
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of Art, where she studied sculpture in the 1980s. 

Titled Devil’s Trumpet, after a psychotropic flower 

from the Amazon with trumpet-like petals, the 

name is a wry comment on her creations. “The 

plant is said to create an inability to differentiate 

fantasy from reality, which I felt was very apt for  

an artist making surreal flower sculptures!”

The arrangement, with just one of the beautiful but deadly 

blossoms mixed in with more familiar flora, went on view in 

the V&A’s contemporary-silver gallery in August. “Ann’s piece 

satisfies three criteria: It’s well designed, it’s well crafted, and 

it has the impact of surprise,” explains Eric Turner, a curator 

in the department of sculpture, metalwork, ceramics, and 

glass. “It’s a startling use of redundant silverware, and I think 

it will stretch people’s imaginations.”

Acclaim aside, Carrington admits that she has completed 

only 11 of the bouquets in the past four years. “To be honest, 

making them is not a pleasurable process,” she admits with  

a laugh. “It’s just a bit perverse to sculpt flowers, because 

you’re competing with nature. Plus,” she adds, “it’s rather 

filthy.” Dangerous, too: Once, while she was welding a lily,  

an errant drop of molten metal fell into  

a work boot, burning her heel so badly 

she had to wear flip-flops all last winter.

This month, more of Carrington’s 

inventions, including four new floral 

sculptures, can be seen from November 

15 to 29 in the gallery at Paul Smith’s 

London flagship on Albemarle Street  

in tony Mayfair. The fashion-designer 

knight has been following the artist’s 

career and collecting her creations since 

her final student show in 1987. “From 

safety pins to two-pence pieces,” Sir Paul 

says, “she has this amazing ability of 

transforming something very ordinary 

into something very extraordinary.” 

anncarrington.co.uk —SHAX RIEGLER

1. A “MAGIC CARPET” MADE OF VINTAGE HORSE 

BRASSES WITH SPOON-HANDLE FRINGE.  

2. DEVIL’S TRUMPET, A FLATWARE-FLORAL SCULPTURE 

NOW IN THE COLLECTION OF LONDON’S VICTORIA 

AND ALBERT MUSEUM. 3. FLATTENED ALUMINUM 

CANS ARE SEWN TOGETHER AND EMBOSSED WITH  

AN OVERSCALE INDIAN-HEAD COIN DESIGN.

“It’s just a bit perverse to 
sculpt flowers, because 
you’re competing with nature.”
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